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Abst rac t - -A  numerical approximation procedure is proposed to solve equations describing non- 
Darcy flow of a single-phase fluid in a porous medium in two or three spacial dimensions, including 
the generalized Forchheimer equation. Fully discrete mixed finite element methods are considered 
and analyzed for the approximation. Existence and uniqueness of the approximation are discussed 
and optimal order error estimates in L 2 are derived for the three relevant functions. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the system of equations that describes flow of a single-phase fluid in a porous medium 
subject to non-Darcy flow, generalized Forchheimer's law. Since for high velocity flow in porous 
media Darcy's  law no longer accurately describes the relation between the pressure gradient and 
the bulk velocity, attention has been drawn to nonlinear equations for describing flow in porous 
media (see, for example, [1,2] and the references cited therein). Following [3], our model will be a 
generalization of Forchheimer flow. Assume that the flow is described by the system of equations 
G(p,v)+Vp=O,  xEf~,  tE J ,  (1.1) 
¢ -~ +d iv (pv)=f ,  xE f~,  tE  J, (1.2) 
p = p(p), (1.3) 
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where f~ is a bounded omain in two- or three-space and J = [0, T]; p is the pressure, p the fluid 
density, v the volumetric flow rate of the fluid, ¢ the porosity of the medium, and f an external 
mass flow rate. 
The flow law we have in mind is the following general one [4,5]: for a > 1, 
G(p, v) =/Zv  + bp[vl'~v - pg. 
When a = 1, this reduces to the classical Forchheimer's law [6,7], where # is the viscosity of the 
fluid, n = ~(x) the permeability of the medium, b a dynamic viscosity, and g the gravitational 
vector. 
Equation (1.1) is the nonlinear form of Darcy's law, equation (1.2) describes conservation of 
mass, and the equation of state, (1.3), describes the thermodynamics of the fluid. 
We impose the Dirichlet boundary condition 
p(x, t) = Ok(X, t), for x • t • J. (1.4) 
The initial condition 
p(x, 0) = p0(x), for x • f~, (1.5) 
must be specified, and the initial pressure can then be determined from (1.3). 
To consider mixed approximations of the solution to the system (1.1)-(1.5), it is more conve- 
nient to introduce the momentum variable m = pv and to let 
Then, we obtain the following pressure-momentum formulation: 
H(p, m) + Vp = 0, in f~ x J, (1.7) 
Cop(p) - -~  + div m = f, in f~ x J, (1.8) 
p(x,  t) = p(pb), on 0a  × J, (1.9) 
p(x,O) = P(Po), in f~ x {0}, (1.10) 
where the density p is considered as a dependent variable via the equation of state (1.3). 
Note that the model under consideration is applicable to liquids, rather than gases, so that 
p = p(p) > _p > 0 and the expression (1.6) makes sense [4]. 
The mixed finite element method has two important features; it conserves the mass locally and 
produces accurate flux even for highly nonhomogeneous media with large jumps in the physical 
properties [8]. Since the pioneering work of Raviart and Thomas [9], the method has become a 
standard way of deriving high order conservative approximations. We recommend to the reader 
[10,11] for general accounts of the mixed method. 
Douglas et al. [3] proposed semidiscrete mixed finite element methods to approximate the 
solution of the system (1.1)-(1.5) and obtained optimal order error estimates for the pressure 
in L 2 under reasonable assumptions. In [12], one of the authors has further analyzed the method 
and obtained optimal order error estimates for the flux variable in several norms of interest. In 
this paper, we shall extend the semidiscrete analysis indicated in [12] to a fully discrete analysis. 
A part of the results was announced in [13]. The complications of the fully discrete analysis comes 
from the fact that the fully implicit backward Euler scheme results in fully nonlinear systems of 
equations. It should be noted that the usual argument (see, for example, [14]) does not work 
for our problem due to higher nonlinearity in the flux variable. We use the time-differentiated 
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forms of the error equations below in combination with summation by parts and an induction 
argument to handle the problem. 
Compared with linear schemes, fully nonlinear schemes would lead to relatively large time steps 
due to the inherently more implicit character. To solve the resulting nonlinear equations, we can 
use the Newton method proposed in [13]. Some numerical experiments were presented in [3] for 
the classical Forchheimer flow. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notation and assumptions used in 
the analysis. In Section 3, we present a fully discrete mixed finite element approximation for the 
problem. Existence and uniqueness are discussed and some known results are recalled. Finally, 
in Section 4, we derive error estimates for the three relevant functions. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND NOTATION 
Let Wk,q(f~), 1 <_ q <_ co, be the standard Sobolev space of k-differentiable functions in Lq(~). 
Also denote the norm of wk'q(fl) by [[. ]lk,q and the norm of Hk(f]) = Wk,2(fl) or Hk(fl) d by 
[[" [{k = {1" [[k,2. The notation [[. I{ will mean [{ • {[52(~). Denote by H(div; f/) the set of vector 
functions z in L2(g/) d such that the components of z and divz are in L2(fl). Denote by (., .) 
the inner product in L2(~) or L2(g/) d. We also use the following spaces that incorporate time 
dependence. Let X be any of the above L q or Sobolev spaces. For ¢(x, t) suitably smooth on 
x J, we let 
1 <p<co,  
with the usual modification for p = c~. When there is no confusion, we simplify our notation 
and write L~(L  2) for L°°(J; L2(ft)), etc. 
Let At > 0 be a time discretization parameter, and let t n = nAt,  0 < n < N, with t N = T. 
We set en = ¢(tn),/~¢n = ~bn _ ~b,~-l, ~ten = (¢n _ ~3n-1)/At, and ~¢n = 0t(0gbn). 
We require the following assumptions on the coefficients and the solution {m, p}. 
(A1) ¢ • Wl'°°(f~) and 0 < ¢ < ¢ = ¢(x) < ¢. 
(A2) p • C3(R), 0 < p < p(p), p'(p), and p'(p), p"(p), p"(p) < CK for [Pl < g .  
(A3) (G(p,£),£) _> Cl[[lf[ 2 - C0[[p][ ~, for all £ • L2(f~) d and p • L2(f~). 
(A4) For [Pl -< K and any z • R d, there exists a constant ~g )> 0 such that 
(H(p, ml) - H(p, m2), ml - m2) k ~/~{[ml - m2H 2, 
(Ah) 
(A6) 
or 
Moreover, 5K ~__ 5K' if K < K'. 
f e L°°(J; L2(f~)). 
-~Hz(p,z) > ~KI. 
H(p, z) is twice continuously differentiable with bounded erivatives through the second 
order for [p[ + Iz[ _< K for each K > 0. 
(A7) {re, p} E wl '°°( J ;  H(div; f~) x L2(~)) is a unique solution to (1.7)-(1.10). 
(A8) m E W2'Cc(J; Hk+2(f~)d), divm, p E W2'°~(J; Hk+2(12)). 
Note that (A3) is a G£rding type inequality. (A4) amounts to the ellipticity of the associated 
elliptic operator. Note that /fK can be computed for the general Forchheimer law and depends 
only on K,  an upper bound of p, and is decreasing for increasing K. (A8) is needed for higher- 
order approximations. 
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3. THE MIXED F IN ITE  ELEMENT SCHEME 
The mixed finite element method for problem (1.7)-(1.10) is based on the weak form given by 
seeking a map 
{m,p} : J --~ H(div; ~t) x L2(gt) 
such that for t > 0, 
(H(p, m), z) - (divz,p) = - ( z -  v,p(pb)), 
(¢~, r )  + (divm, r) -- (f,r), 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
for z E H(div;~2), r E L2(ft), with p(x,0) = p0(x), where (.,.) denotes the inner product in 
L2(0~t) and v denotes the unit outer normal vector to 0f~. 
Let Th be a family of a quasiuniform decomposition of fl into triangles or rectangles in 2-D, 
and the corresponding eneralizations in higher dimensions having diameters bounded by h. 
Boundary finite elements are allowed to have one curvilinear edge or side. Let A~th x ~h C J~ X ~r~ 
be a Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec [9,15] space of index k _> 1 associated with Th. For other spaces, 
see [10,11]. 
The discrete-time mixed finite element approximation to (3.1),(3.2) is given by seeking 
m n ~nl h, 'hJ E ~4h X 7~h, n ---- 1 , . . . ,N ,  such that 
Z n (H (p~, mE), z) - (div ,Ph) = - (z. u,p (p~)), 
(¢P(P~)-P(P~-I) ) ,r + =(fn,r), 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
for {z, r} E .h~h X T~ h. In addition, the initial approximation pO must be determined. 
Note that the unique solvability of the system (3.3),(3.4) follows from [16,17] since the left-hand 
side of (3.3),(3.4) corresponds to the mixed method for fully nonlinear elliptic problems (see [16] 
for details). We shall find it convenient in the convergence analysis to project the solution of the 
differential problems (3.1),(3.2) into the finite element spaces. Let {m*,p*} be the projection of 
the momentum and the pressure which is a mapping from J --* J~h X T~ h given by 
(H(p*, m*) - H(p, m), z) - (div z, p* - p) = 0, 
(div(m* - m), r) q- A(p* - p, r) -- 0, 
z e A4h, (3.5) 
r e T~h, (3.6) 
for t E J, where the constant A is chosen large enough to guarantee coercivity of the associated 
- -2  
linearized problem (cf. [16]); for example, A > 5K,/25K,, where 6 K, is given as in (A4) and 5K, = 
sUpfpt+lzl<g, b-~pH(p,z) with g '  = SUPxe~{lp(x)l + Im(x)l} for bounded continuous olutions 
{re, p} of the differential problems (3.1),(3.2). We have the following results [16,17] on the 
elliptic projection. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k > 1. Assume that (A4), (A6), and (A8) hold. Then, there is a constant C 
independent ofh such that, for sufficiently small h, 
(a) [[p-P*H <- Chk+l([[P[[k+l + [[m[[k), 
(b) Jim - m*[[ _< Chk+l([[p[[k+l [[m[]k+l), 
(c) [[ div(m - m*)[[ _< Chk+l([[p[[k+2 + [[m[[k+2), 
(d) l iP-  P*[[o,eo ~_ Chk+l-(1/2)$~a([[P[[k+l-(1/2)hda,oo + [[m[[k+l-(l/2)hd3). 
Since the elliptic projection commutes with differentiation i  time, we also have the following 
estimates. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let k >_ 1. Assume that (A4), (A6), and (A8) hold. Then, there is a constant C 
independent of h such that for sufficiently small h, 
(a) [ I (P -  P*)tl[ q - I I (m-  m*)tl[ < Ch k+x, 
(b) H(P - P*)ttll + II( m - m*)ull  _< Ch k+l, 
(c) IIPTIIL~(L~) + IIP,*tlIL~c(L~) + IImTIIL~(L~/ + IIm~tllL~(L~) ----- C. 
4 .  CONVERGENCE ANALYS IS  
For the sake of simplicity, we shall adopt the following notation: for n >_ 1, 
ppn = 
. . . .  fo 1 
pp,~ = fO 1 
H =fo 1. 
^n ~01 H m = 
p' (p" ) , 
p,(p*n q_ s(p*n-1 _ p.n)) ds, 
n {pn-1 _pr~)) ds, P' (Ph + S ~ h 
OH (p,n p,n) 
-~p + s (pR - , m *~ + s (mR - m*~))  ds,  
OH (p,,~ 
~m + s (p~ - p.n), m*n + s (m R - m'n) )  ds. 
Let (n = m.~ _ rn~, {n = p*n _ PR' ~n = p*n _ pn, n >_ O. Initialize the approximat ion to 
pressure by taking the elliptic projection of the initial pressure as initial condition. Then, ~0 = 0 
and as a result we also have ~0 = 0 from (4.1) and (4.10) below. 
We now state the following main theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let k > 1. Suppose (A1)-(A8) hold. Then, there exists a positive constant C, 
independent of h and At, such that for h sufficiently small and At = o(hd/2), we have 
sup [Ip(t n) - PRI[ + sup Ilm(t n) - m~l[ + sup II-Ot [p(t n) - pR]II <- c (h k+l + At ) .  
n n n 
Before we prove the theorem, we need several emmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let k >_ 1. Suppose (A1)-(A8) hold. Assume the following induction hypothesis: 
sup I[~nNo,~ --+ 0, as h ~ 0. 
n 
Then, there exists a positive constant C, independent of h and At, such that for 2 < l < N and 
h sufficiently small 
IL  II 2 + 11¢oll2At < c h + (At)  + Z I1 ' 11 + 2 At , 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
where the constant e, can be taken as small as we like as h tends to zero. 
PROOF. First, (a.1)-(3.6) can be combined to obtain the relation 
g n (H(p*n,m *n) - (ph, rnR) z) -- (d ivz , (n )  = 0, (4.1) 
(¢-Ot[P(P*") - P(P~)l'r) + (d iv" r )  = (¢  [-OtP(P*n) - OP'~] ' r )  - J (4.2) 
for all z c -/~¢[h and r E T~ h . 
The terms will be treated either separately or in combination below, and the test functions 
will be chosen to be z = ¢n, r -- ~n. 
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First, it is easy to see that 
cot --~ _ -~ dT pp.. 
- , l ,  I I ,  C +(pp*- - pp-)~--~ - , - -~dT-pp. -~ (T - t  n- i )  02p 
_1 -~ dr 
and 
IP~'~ - Pp"I -- I IP" I IL+<j- ;L=> dT + I , t ' l  • 
- -1  
Note that letting jn = [tn-x, tn], 
0~ 2 Or] 2 
jfj,~ -- "~ L2(j,~;L2) ' 
-~ dr < At 
/ (,-t"-') (at)  
. -~  -- (:~2 L2(j.,;L,)" JJ 
Thus, we find that 
Also, we have 
i (~tp(p.n) Opn n\ < Or 1 2 --~-,~ )[ _C  {(At)-I  -~ L2(J.;L2 )
lip IIL:o<L=~) 
+ O=p = IIP'I[L+(L=~) + I1¢"11:'[. At -~ff L:(J-;L:) J 
(4.a) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
[ (~n,~) l  ~ c {11~112 + 11~112}. (4,7) 
Next, note that for n _> 1, 
8t [p(p*n) _ p (Ph)] Pp tP -- ppr~OtPh 
= p,~O~¢ + (~p.. - ~)  o~p *n (4.s) 
/,C ---- p~p'~t~ n -t- ~,t [~n + O1 (~n-, _ ~n)] Op* - ,  - -~  dr, 
for some 0 _< 01 _< 1. 
n Let Q~ = suP0<n<l nPh I10,~" For 2 < n < N, 
-{-(2-~['Pp'~-l- -P~p'~]'n- l , 'n-1) (4.9) 
"t- (O¢--~p '' [¢¢~,n ~p.n) (1_02)+02 (~ ,n -1  ~p*n-1)] ,n - l , ,n - l~ ,  
/ 
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for some 0 < 02 <_ 1. Note the first inequality of (4.9) holds true for n > 1. We shall use this fact 
later on. Next, 
(H(p *n, m *'~) - H (p~, m~), ~n) 
= -H  n m,n) t n mn~ (H(P *n, m*'~) (Ph, , ~'~) + (H (p'~, m~) - H kPh, hi, ~n) 
>_ hQ,~H~nH2 + (O-~---~p (p*n --o3~n,m*n)~n,~n) , fo rsome0<03<i ,  (4.10) 
>_ ~Q~ IN:"[[ 2 - C(Q~)li~n[]l]¢"[[. 
We multiply each of the estimates (4.6)-(4.10) by At and sum on n, n = 1, . . . ,  l, for 2 < 1 < N, 
to get 
l 
n=2 
+hQ~ ~ II¢"jj2At < C 2 II~tllL=(/~) + IIvII2~<L=) + (At) 2 + ~ IICII 2At 
n=l  n=l  (4.11) ' 
+c (Q~) (II,~"IIIICII + II~'~[[ 2)At + ~ (llhp*"[Io,~ + [[hp*"-lI[o,~)II,~"-~ll 2 
n=l  n=2 
n=2 
Noting ~p~ > p by (A2) and using (A1), we find that 
11~11~ + eQ~ ~ IICII~At <_ C h2k+2+(At)2+ II~nll2At 
n=l  
+ c (Q2) (II,~=IIIICII + IK"II)At (4.12) 
} + Z I1   "11 AtllC'- llo2,  + ~ II "-'ll At 
n=l  n=2 
Now we make the induction hypothesis that 
sup IICIIo,~ ~ 0, as h --~ 0. (4.13) 
n 
Then, there are constants K ,C  such that Q~ < g and C(Qth) < -C. It follows from (A4) that 
5Q~ > 5g. Consequently, we find that 
II,,~ll ~ +~K E ll¢"l[2At < C h 2k+2 + (At) 2 + E IK"II2At 
n=l  n=l  
(4.14) 
n=l  n=l  
where the constant ~. can be taken as small as we like as h tends to zero. Now using Young's 
inequality to control the term pertaining to the flux variable on the right-hand side of (4.14), we 
obtain the evolution inequality 
[l~tH2 + ~ [[¢,~[[2At < c h2~+2+(At)2+~-~ll¢"ll2At+¢,y~ll-gt~'~H2At. (4.15) 11 
n=l  .= I  n=l  
Now turn to the derivation of a corresponding evolution inequality for ~. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let k >_ I. Suppose (AI)-(A8) hold. Assume the following induction hypotheses: 
sup IlCrro,oo -~ o, as h -+ o, 
n 
sup I[~n[[0,~ --* 0, as h ---+ 0. 
n 
Then, there exists a positive constant C, independent of h and At, such that for 2 < l < N and 
h sutticiently small 
l 
[± 1 ] 
_< C [l~njJ2At + ~ JJ(nJJ2At + h 2k+2 + (At) 2 + ~** ~ [18t¢~Jl2At , 
where the constant e** can be taken as small as we like as h tends to zero. 
PROOF. We take the difference in time of (4.1) and choose z = (n as a test function to obtain 
1 m,n)_  n mn _ [H(p*n- , ,m*n-1)  H(p~- :  m~-: ) ]  (n) (4.16) A--'t ([U (p.n, H (Ph, h)] -- , , 
-- (div (n,-~t~n) = O, 
which implies by the mean value theorem 
At ~n - -  fTn--lfin--1 + -~ (n frn-lpn-1 
_ _  --p .~ , (n _ . .m ., , ( "  - (div(n,'Ot: n) = 0. (4.17) 
Using the relations 
1 [(f.Ip<n <n)_ ( /2 / ; - - l~n- - l ,<n-1) ]  flirt-Ion--1 -~ /.n~ I (fi;<n - fip_l~n_l,<n ) 
--At = -~ ,  p ~ , t , , )  
and 
1 [ ( / : /~n ,~n)_  ( /2 /~- l~n- l ,~n-1) ] -  (1~tn--l~n-l'~t~n), 
At --m -, , = 
we rewrite (4.17) as 
1 A--: [(/2/n~-n (:n) _ (/2/n-l(:n-I (:n-l)]_ (div<n,-~t<n) 
_ 1 [ (Hp<n,<n)_  ( f i / ; - l :n - l ,<n-1) ]  :4.18) 
At 
+ (/~-'¢n-:,~,¢~) + (e - :~-1 ,~¢~) .  
Next, choosing r = Or( n in (4.2) and using (4.8), we see that 
( z: ) ( , z , :~ ,~,c )  + (div ;~,~:~) = - Z" [~n +0~ ( :~-: -  ~)] OP*e,,~C -' ~ (4.19) 
ot  j 
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Adding (4.18) and (4.19), multiplying the resulting equation by At, and summing over 1 < n < l, 
we have 
l [ + 
(/:/~m¢" ¢+) Jr E (op,~- -~,~ , ~,~" ) at < c (Q%) I1~+1111¢+11 + XE II~"-xll II~,cll at 
n=l  n=l  
l l 
+ }2114"-11[ II~,¢"ll at + }2  (llcll + ll~"-~ll)II~,~"ll at 
n=l  n=l  
, + ] 
+ Z -°+p(p*")- ~t II~,cll at + }2  II~"tt II~"ll at , 
n=l n=l 
(4.20) 
- - l  n where Qh := max{Qlh,suPo<n<l Ilmhllo,~}- The left-hand side of (4.20) can be estimated from 
below: 
l l 
n=l n=l 
We assume that 
sup [[¢n[[0,oo ~ 0, as h ~ 0. (4.22) 
n 
Then, in a similar way to how (4.14) was derived from (4.12), inequalities (4.20)-(4.22) lead to 
the following: 
' [rl , , 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
+ ~ II(--~ll 2 At + e2 }2  II~,Cll = at + o, 2 + II~II~¢L~ + (At) 2 , 
n=l  n=l ~ L2(L2)  
where the constant e** can be taken as small as we like as h tends to zero. For el, •2 sufficiently 
small, we obtain by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
l [ I-1 
I1¢+11~ + ~ I1~,~"11 = At <_ c I1~+11= + Zll~"ll=at 
n=l n=l 
l-1 l ] 
+ }2 ll¢"ll2at + h 2k+2 + (At) 2 + e** }2  I1~,¢-II = a t  
n=l  r~=l 
(4.23) 
Using (4.15) in (4.23) and choosing e. sufficiently small, we see that 
+ [~ ,-1 
I1¢+112 + Z lt~t~"ll 2At ~ c II~-II=at -4- Z Ilcll 2at 
n=l n=l n=l (4.24) ] + h =k+= + (at) = + +,, }211~+¢-II =at 
l We still have to derive a bound for }-'~,~--t 118t¢'~112At. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let k >_ 1. Suppose (A1)-(A8) hold. Assume the following induction hypotheses: 
sup IICIIo,~ ~ o, as h - ,  O, 
n 
sup IlCnllo,~ ~ 0, as h --, 0, 
n 
sup ll~+~"llo,~ -~ o, as h ~ o. 
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Then there exists a positive constant C, independent of h and At, such that for 2 5 1 5 N and 
h sufficiently small 
l-l 
+ c IICnl12At + -& (l("l12At + h2k+2 + (At)2 . 
n=l n=l 1 
PROOF. Choose the test function z = &cn instead of C” in the derivation of (4.17) and obtain 
;, (fi;<n - iyp, &(“) + .& (Igy - fipp, a,p) - 
- (div&jtCn,&tn) = 0. 
Using the following summation by parts: 
+ (ti;Bt~n,&cn) + p 
E;m _ fin-1 _ 
p At p ,dC . 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
7 
(4.27) 
Next, we take the difference in time of (4.2), use the second equality of (4.8) and the discrete 
product formula 
&(f”g”) = (z&j”) gn + fn--l&gn, n 2 1, (4.28) 
and choose the test function r = &En to obtain that for n 2 2, 
Replace En by atEn in (4.9), use the resulting inequality in (4.29), and add to (4.27) to obtain 
that for n 2 2, 
with the obvious definitions of the terms Ri, i = 1,. . . ,9, and the identity that 
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We estimate ach of the terms P~, i = 1 . . . .  ,9: 
- H~; 8~¢n 
IRll = 7ff  ' 
<_ c (~)  [11~o-,11o,~ (II ,¢olE + lt~,~oll)i1~,¢oll 
<_ ~ (~)  [tl~o-'tlo,~ (tl~ott~ + ll~olL ~) + ll~o-~bt~ + ~ it~,~ott~], 
where we have used the mean value theorem to treat the H-terms. Next, 
As in the estimate of IRlh we see that 
IR41--I(-gt~p,t-gt~'~-t,-gt~n)l 
= I(~"[--gt~'~+'Otp*n+Oa('gtS'~--gt~ '~ 1- + Otp *n -1  _ "~tp*n)]--Ot ¢n--i , "~t~n) l 
_< c (Q~) [11~,~11 = I1~,~-~11o.~ + II~,p*~lto,~ I1~,~-11111~,~Jl 
_< c (QX) [11~,¢oll = I1~,~--~11o,~ ÷ II~,~-'ll 2 ÷ It~,¢~112 + Ip,~--lllo,~ 11~,~-1112]. 
Using the mean value theorem and the discrete product formula (4.28), we can show that 
I°* (Pp'~ - P~.) I --- 4 IIo'"IIL~(L~)[[OtP*~l + PtP*n-X I ÷ pt~nl 
Thus, we have 
i n  n n I o0  " + I1~,~°11 ( 1 IIo,~ ÷ tl~°-lllo,~) ÷ II~,~°-lll (11~ IIo,~ ÷ I1~ - Iio, )] 
It follows that 
--2 *n " "H  
_< o,p o,~ lip IIo,~ (ll~"ll + I1~"-'11)I1~,~"11 
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To treat the term RT, we use (4.3) and the discrete product formula (4.28) to see that 
8, [~,p(p,.)_ -o/-J°P"] 
( l  f t" Orl 1 = "Or dr ~p..-, + --~ dr "OtN.n 
_ l f ' "op  ~ '" ] 
J 
Xft]" [ f t f f  ] - [ -Otp , . ]  --~ (T - -  t n-l) 02p 1 (T _ tn_ l )  02p  
We break the term R7 into several pieces for estimation; thus, 
6 
with the obvious definitions of the term Ti, i = 1, ., 6. First, it follows that 
<_ CII'7.IIL=<,o-~,,o,L.) II~"ll 
< c [II~"IIL+<~°-=,~=;L=) + 
and 
<_ CII~,IIL=<+=:L'> [tI~,P*~IIo,: +II~,P'"-Ilto,:] I1~,~11 
Next, after.some computation, the following bounds can be obtained: 
1~ ~ Op o,~ IT31<_cH~,(~,.o-~po)llX~ _,-~-d.- ii~,~nll 
02p * 1 
( o+., ) 
+ (IIP~IIL::(J~;L~) + IIP~IIL~(J~-':L==)) tI~IIL=~(J";L~) + "-~]]L~tt,,_,,t.;L2) At 
tI~[IL+<J°;L=) ( II~IIL~<J",L:> + 
/ 
02p *+ 
\ 
02p, L~(t'~-2,tn; L2) < c II~IIL'=<J°;L=) + ~ At + 11'711L=<J-,L=) 
+ 11'TtlIL::<J°;L~)IIrIIIL::<J°,L~) 1 I1~"11, 
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<~ C ( l lnHLcc( jn -1 ; /2 )  + IIp;llLc~(jn-1;L2)At)IlPttllLo~(tn-ltn;ic~)N-'~t~nll 
__ 2 *2  At  2 , 
tz~l _< c II~,P,,ollo,~o ~//°_1 (T-t"-l) ~°=P d~ I1~,~°11 
< ClIP"llc~(z~)llPtllL~(c~)(At)l/2llP.llz~(a";c~)][-oK"H 
< c [11~,,~'~11  +Atllp.ll2..,. ~,1 - -  L , _  ;~  / j  ' 
IT61 _< CIIPp,~-,llo,o¢ -~  -~  (T--in--1) pttdT Ip,,~nll 
< c [AtllP,,,l l~,.,~ ~ , + I1~,,~-II ~] - -  k L t r  - , t~;  L ) " 
Th is  completes  the  es t imate  for  R7 and  we go  back  to  es t imate  the  R - te rms:  
< c II~,n"tl IIo, cll 
1 2 
Finally, 
, IR~I = c (Q~) [11~,,'"11o,oo + II~,P*"llo,+ + I1~?-'110,~ + II~,~'*n-'llo,~] IIV,¢'~II :. 
It follows from (4.30) and the above estimates that 
l 
rt=2 
l 9 
< ~ ~ IR.I At 
n=2 i=1 
< c(G~) I1¢'~-1jlo,oo II~,¢'~ll=,',t + ~ I1¢'~-111o,oo 113,~'~11~ ,,,t 
n=2 n=2 
l l l 
+ E I1¢'~-'11 ~'~t + ~ E I1~¢'~11 ~'~t + E IIg~°lt ~ 
n=2 n=2 n=2 
z (:4.31) 
n--1 + E I1~"-'11o,~o I1°~¢"11 ~ At + E I1~ IIo,~ I1~,~"11 ~ ,',t 
n=2 rt~2 
l l 
IIo,~ II ,",tll~; Iio,oo + ~ I1.~"11 ~At + ~ - " ~ " 
n=2 n=l  
l 
2 2 + ~ IIg,~'~-'ll ~ Z~tll('~ll0,o~ + IlrhtllL~(L~) + IIr~tllL~(L,)+ II~II~(L~) 
n=2 
2 2 2 + (At) ~ + IIr~tlILo~(L~)IIvlIL~(L ) + IIwlIL~(L~) 
+ ~ IIg,~?llo,oo 1134'~11 ~ ,',t + ~ I17,C-111o,o~ 113,~:'~11  At . 
n=2 n~2 
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We make an induction hypothesis 
sup Ila,¢"llo,o~ * 0, as h ~ o. (4.32) 
Then, under (4.13), (4.22), (4.32), in a similar way to how (4.23) was derived from (4.20), it 
follows from (4.31) and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
l 
~: ~ I1~,¢~11 = ~t + ~_¢e I1~,~'11 = 
' n= l  
' l l 
__ c I1~,¢111 =,',t + I1~,~111 = + ~* ~ II~,¢nll = At + ~** ~ II~,~',ll = At 
n=l  n=l (4.33) 
l-1 l l 
+ ~ 11¢"ll2At + ~ ~'  II~,c, II = At ÷ ~ I1~,~"11 =,,,t 
n=l n=2 n=l 
, , ] 
n=l n=2 
where e*, E**, and ~ can be taken as small as we like as h tends to zero, and ~ arbitrary positive. 
Thus, taking e, s* sufficiently small and e**, g _< 1, we see that for h sufficiently small, 
n=l n=l 
l-1 l ] 
+ ~ l[¢"ll2At + ~ IICII 2At + h 2k+2 + (At )  2 . 
n=l n=l 
(4.34) 
We need bounds for II~t~ 1112 and IlOtff lll2At. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let k >>_ 1. Suppose (A1)-(A8) hold. Then, there exists a positive constant C, 
independent of h and At, such that for h sufficiently small, 
I1~,¢111 ~ At + II~,~Xl] ~ _< c [h ~k+2 + (At)~]. 
PROOF. Recall that ~0 = 0, ~0 _ 0. Let n = 1 in the system (4.1),(4.2). Then, we follow the 
argument used to derive (4.12). We use the estimates (4.6)-(4.10), which holds true for n = 1, 
except in (4.9), we use 
1 (¢~p~t~l '~ l )  --)> ~---P []~1[[2 A--t" 
Then, we easily see that for any e > 0, 
~P [[~1[[ 2÷ ~K [[~1[[ 2At --<~ C {h 2k+2 + (At) 2 ÷ [[~1[[ [~1[[ At ÷ [[~1[[ 2At} 
_< C {h 2k+2 + (At) 2 + [[~1[[ 2 At + ~ [[~1[[ 2At}.  
It follows that for At sufficiently small, 
I1~111 =+ H¢tl = At <_ c {h=~+= ÷ (A t )=} (4.35) 
Next, for n = 1, (4.18) becomes 
1 1 (/'~/1¢"¢1) -- (d iv¢l '~t~l)  n~ - - ~ - ' t A t  
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Thus, using (* = (Oral)At, (* = (-Ot(*)At, we see that 
At (~II-~t~l -~t~l) _ (div~l,-~t~l) .~ - ~[/:/I~lP tq ,  ~ t-*'~ t% ) At. 
It follows that 
e,~ I1~¢*11 ~At -  (div ~* ,ot~ 1) <_ c 11~,511111~dll At. 
On the other hand, for n = 1, (4.19) reduces to 
( "p, ~ \~ l"~t~*,-~t~ 1/ ÷ (d iv¢ l ,~t~ *) = -- - -01  ) 
÷ (~ [-~tp(p*l)--~] ,-~t' *) - -~( ' l ,~t~*) .  
This implies that 
¢e IID,~lll 2 + (div ~l,0t~ 1) 
< c [11~111 ll~,~'ll + ~,¢ (p.1) _ op' i1~,~111 + II0'1111~£11] -- ~ " 
Adding (4.36) and (4.37), and using e-inequality 
II~*ll 2 At + II~,~lll = < c [~ II~*ll = At ÷ II~*ll 2 At + 11~*ll2 ÷ e II~,~lll ~ 
0t ] 
It follows from (4.35) that for e and At sufficiently small, 
l l~dl l  2 ~t  ÷ I1~£11 ~ _< c It~*11 ~ ÷ (p.l) _ ot + l[~*ll2 
_< C [h 2k+2 + (At)s]. 
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(4.36) 
(4.37) 
sup II¢"ll + sup IICII + sup II~,Cll <- c [ll~,e II + II~,Cll (At)~/~ + h~+ ~ ÷ At]. 
f t  n n 
(4.3s) 
An application of the discrete Gronwall lemma shows that for At sufficiently small, 
l 
il~'ll 2 + i1¢'112 + I1~,~'112 + Z il~,cll 2 at 
n=l  
<_ c [ II~Cll ~ At + I1~'112 + h 2~+2 + (At) 2 
l l -1  l "1 
+ 52 llcll'At + 52 iiCtl'At + 52 II~,cll' At]. 
n=I  n=l  ' n=l  
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. First, we make the induction hypotheses (4.13), (4.22), and (4.32) 
and add up the inequalities of Lemmas 4.2-4.4 to see that 
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Using Lemma 4.5 in (4.38), we obtain that 
sup I1¢"11 + sup rl¢~ll + sup rlb,¢~][ < c [h k+l + At] .  (4.39) 
7l  n n 
It remains to check the induction hypotheses (4.13), (4.22), and (4.32). By (4.39), we see that 
sup I1¢"110,~ + sup II¢"li0,~ + sup r[~,¢-[[0,~ 
/1 n n 
<_ ViA -d/2 \(sup ]lCnH 4- SUPn H~n][ 4- SUPn .]-~t~"ti~/ 
<_ CIC [h k+l-d/2 + At  h-d/2]. 
Then, under the constraint At = o(h d/2) and k >_ 1, the induction hypotheses (4.13), (4.22), and 
(4.32) hold. 
Finally, the result follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and the triangle inequality. | 
As a result of Theorem 4.1, we can obtain estimates for sup, [l div(m(t") - m~)]l. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let k >_ 1. Suppose (A1)-(A8) hold. Then, there exists a constant C, indepen- 
dent of h and At, such that for h suftlciently small and At  = o(hd/2), we have 
sup [[div (m(t n) - mR)r[ <_ C (h TM + At) .  
n 
PROOF. It follows from (4.2) that 
(div ~,  r) = ¢ 'Otp (p~) - --~-j ,r - ~(r] ~, r), for r e 7~h. 
Choose r = div ~" to see that 
Ildiv ¢"1[ 2 < C 
<c 
_<c 
Ot J 
] sup lip" -p~l l  ~ + sup l]~ (p" - p~)i] ~ + II,f~lr ~ + (At)~ 
n n 
h 2k+2 + (At)2] . 
sup iidiv (m(t n) - m~)ll <_ C (h TM 4- At ) .  | 
n 
For completeness, we derive L~-estimates for pn _ p~ in the two-dimensional case. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let d = 2 and let k >_ 1. Suppose (A1)-(A8) hold. Then, there exists a constant 
C > O, independent o fh  and At, such that for h sutticiently small and At = o(h), we have 
sup IIp(t '~) - P'h]lo,c~ <- Chk+l log h -1. 
n 
This theorem follows from Lemma 1.2 of [18], equation (4.1), and Lemma 3.1. 
REMARK 4.8. We can use Newton's method proposed in [13] to solve nonlinear algebraic systems 
(3.3),(3.4). Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.6, we can easily check the assumptions given in [16] which 
guarantee almost quadratic onvergence of Newton's algorithm. The usual assumption is that 
the initial guess of the Newton iteration be sufficiently close to the "true" solution: this can be 
provided by choosing initial guesses to be the values obtained at previous time levels. We refer 
the reader to [3] for some numerical experiments on the classical Forchheimer flow. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 and the triangle inequality that 
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